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Ichabod is a nambi-pambi. He's a chicken, a deplorable, a wimp, a wimp. Have? You'd think a... Brom Van Brant (Abraham, Brom Bones) We get it, we get it. The bromance is strong and rough. He's a guy. If he had been born later, and... Baltus Van Tassel (Heer, Mynheer, or Old Van Tassel)Think of every fat, old, happy grandfather
you've ever seen. Have? Well, combine all these ... Hans Van RipperHans Van Ripper is an ornery old man, that's for sure. We have a feeling that he has a lot ... Katrina Van TasselEven, although she is an object of love (slash-conflict) both for the main character and ... Join today and never see them again. When you enter your email
address, you agree to receive emails from Shmoop and check that you are over 13 years old. A young school teacher from Connecticut, who comes to Sleepy Hollow to teach the children of the city, presumably only for a while. It revolves between life in the homes of its various students for his food and ... read the analysis of Ichabod
Crane the narrator of The Legend of the Sleepy Hollow, who apparently heard the story from the narrator at a business meeting in New York. Washington Irving often used the Knickerbocker persona in these stories as ... read the analysis of Diedrich Knickerbocker Strong, a plucky, mischievous young man and Ichabod's main rival for
Katrina Van Tassel. Brom Bone (whose full name is Abraham or Brom Van Brunt) likes to play practical jokes, get himself into... read the analysis of Brom Bones Only Daughter Baltus Van Tassel, a wealthy Dutch farmer who is rooted in several young villagers, but especially Brom Bones and Ichabod. Katrina is not portrayed very
favorably in ... read Katrina Van Tassel's analysis also known as Galloping Hessian of Hollow. The Dutch wives of Sleepy Hollow especially love to tell ghostly stories about bezgoy the horseman, the ghost of a Hessian soldier (a German mercenary who fought... read an analysis of the naked Rider Source, according to Knickerbocker, of
Legend of the Sleepy Hollow, which he tells at a business meeting in New York that Knickerbocker is present. When asked about the morality of this story... read the analysis narrator Of the Small Characters Baltus Van Tassel Father Katrina Van Tassel, and a wealthy farmer whose estate bursts with natural and culinary exuberance. Van
Tassel gives her daughter a relatively high independence, allowing her to choose suitors and a possible husband of her own accord. Major Andre is a soldier in the War of Independence who was captured and captured by the British before being hanged. Major Andre is a real historical figure, but in history he is also a ghost who haunts
the Sleepy Hollow. Old Brower is a sleepy Hollow resident who never believed in ghosts, that is, until he allegedly meets a landless rider while riding one night, and upon reaching the bridge to the church, is thrown into a creek beneath him. Elderly gentleman party of New York business who listens listens narrator's story, and who doubts
the extent to which it is true. Doffue Martling is a resident of Sleepy Hollow, who claims to have nearly destroyed a British ship alone during the War of Independence. 1820 Washington story Irving Legend of the sleepy hollow Iabod crane chased by a headless rider, by the F.O.C. Darley, 1849AuthorWashington
IrvingCountryCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishSeriesThe Sketch BookGenre (s) Gothic HorrorPublic in Sketch Book by Jeffrey Creyon, Gent.Media typeHardback - paperbackPublishing date1820Published in English1820Public AnglerAfter The Affair Problems with playing this file? See the media report. The Legend of sleepy hollow
is a gothic story by Washington writer Irving, contained in his collection of 34 essays and short stories titled The Book of Sketches by Jeffrey Creyon, Ghent. Written while Irving lived abroad in Birmingham, England, The Legend of Sleepy Hollow was first published in 1820. Along with Irving's companion piece Rip Van Winkle, The Legend
of the Sleepy Hollow is one of the first examples of American fiction with enduring popularity, especially during Halloween because of a character known as a headless rider considered a hess soldier who was decapitated by a cannonball in battle. In 1949, the second film adaptation was produced by Walt Disney as one of two segments in
the package film The Adventures of Ichabod and Mr. Toad. A plot of sterless resting places, and the peculiar nature of its inhabitants, who are descendants of the original Dutch settlers, this glen sequester has long been known by the name Sleepy Hollow... Sleepy, dreamy influence seems to hang above the ground, and permeate the
same atmosphere.- Washington Irving, Legend of the Sleepy Hollow Story takes place in 1790 in the countryside around the Dutch settlement of Tarry Town (historic Tarrytown, New York), in the secluded Glen known as Sleepy Hollow. Sleepy Hollow is famous for its ghosts and obsessive atmosphere, which permeates the imagination of
its inhabitants and visitors. Some residents say that this city was bewitched in the early days of the Dutch settlement, while others claim that the mysterious atmosphere was caused by an old Indian leader, the wizard of his tribe ... before the country was discovered by master Hendrik Hudson. The most infamous ghost in The Hollow is a
headless horseman, presumably the ghost of a Hessian soldier whose head was shot by a stray cannonball during some unnamed battle of the revolution, and who goes to the place of battle in the night search for his head. Legend tells the story of Ichabod Crane, a lean, lanky and extremely superstitious teacher from Connecticut who
competes with Abraham Brom Of Bones Van Brant, a city bustling, by the hand of 18-year-old Katrina Van Tassel, daughter and the child of a wealthy farmer Baltus Van Tassel. Ichabod Crane, a Yankee and outsider, sees marriage to Katrina as a means of acquiring Van Tassel's extravagant wealth. Bones, a local hero, unable to force
Ichabod into a physical showdown to settle everything, plays a series of pranks on a superstitious teacher. Tensions between the three have been going on for some time and are soon brought to a head. On a quiet autumn night, an ambitious crane attends a harvest party at van Tassels Manor. He dances, takes part in the festival and
listens to ghostly legends told by Brom and the locals, but his real goal is to propose to Katrina after the guests leave. His intentions, however, are ill-fated. After failing to secure Katrina's hand, Ichabod rides home on his temperamental horse (named Gunpowder) heavily hearted and crestfallen through the forest between Van Tassel
Manor and the farm in Sleepy Hollow, where it is located at the time. As he passes several supposedly haunted spots, his active imagination engorged the ghost stories told at the Baltus Harvest Festival. After a nervous passage of a lightning-fast tulip tree, allegedly haunted by the ghost of British spy Major Andre, Ichabod meets a
disguised rider at an intersection in a formidable swamp. Alarmed by the eerie size and silence of his companion, the teacher is horrified to discover that the head of his companion is not on his shoulders, and on his saddle. In a frenzied race to the bridge adjacent to the Old Dutch Burial Ground, where the hessian is said to disappear,
according to the rule, in a flash of fire and sulfur before crossing it, Ichabod goes for his life, frantically riding gunpowder down the Hollow. However, while Crane and Gunpowder are able to cross the bridge in front of the ghoul, to Crane's horror he picks up his horse and throws the severed head directly at Ichaboda. The teacher tries to
dodge, but it is too late; The rocket strikes his head and sends his tumbling headlong into the dust. The next morning, Ichabod mysteriously disappeared from the area, leaving Katrina to later marry Brome Bones, who was said to look extremely knowledgeable whenever Ichabod's story was connected. Indeed, the only relics of the
teacher's flight are his discarded hat, trampled gunpowder saddle and a mysterious broken pumpkin. While the true nature of both the headless rider and the disappearance of Ichabod that night remain open to interpretation, the story implies that the rider was indeed Brom (an extremely dexterous rider) in disguise, and suggests that
Crane survived a fall from gunpowder and immediately fled the Sleepy Hollow in horror, never returning but to thrive elsewhere, or may have been killed by Sam Brom. Irving's narrator concludes the story, however, stating that the old Dutch wives continue to encourage the belief that Ichabod was spirited away by supernatural means, and
the legend develops around his disappearance and Spirit. In the postscript (sometimes not used in some publications), the narrator states the circumstances in which he heard a story from an old gentleman at a corporation meeting in the ancient city of Manhattan, who did not believe half of it (himself). Von Headless Rider Pursuing
Ichabod Crane (1858) John Kidor Irving wrote a sketch book during a tour of Europe, and parts of the tale can also be traced back to European origin. Headless riders were the main products of the Northern European narrative, featuring German, Irish (such as Dullahan), Scandinavian (such as Wild Hunt), and British legends, and were
included in Robert Burns's Scottish poem Tam o' Shanter (1790) and Burger Der wilde J'ger, translated as Wild Hunter (1796). Usually seen as an omen of unhappiness for those who choose to ignore their phenomena, these ghosts have found their victims in proud, scheming individuals and characters with arrogance and arrogance. One
particularly influential performance of this fairy tale was recorded by the German folklorist Karl Musaus. At the height of the American War of Independence, Irving writes that the country surrounding Tarry Town was one of the most beloved places that are teeming with chronicles and great people. The British and American lines ran
beside him during the war; therefore it was the scene of looting and was contaminated with refugees, cow boys and all manner of border chivalry. The headless equestrian bridge after the Battle of White Plains in October 1776, the country south of the Bronx River was abandoned by the Continental Army and occupied by the British. The
Americans were fortified north of Peekskill, leaving Westchester County a 30-mile stretch of scorched and desolated no man's land, vulnerable to criminals, raiders and vigilantes. In addition to the mob of loyalist rangers and the British Light Infantry, among the raiders who often clashed with the Patriot militias were the Hessian Jagers -
known snipers and horsemen. The decapitated rider, who is said to have been decapitated by a hessian soldier, was indeed based on the discovery of the decapitated corpse of Jaeger, found in Sleepy Hollow after a violent skirmish and later buried by van Tassel's family, in an unnamed grave in the Old Dutch Burial Ground. The
denouement of the fictional fairy tale is set on a bridge over the Pocantico River in the old Dutch church and burying the land in Sleepy Hollow. Irving, as assistant to New York Governor Daniel D. Tompkins, met with an Army captain named Ichabod Crane in Sackets Harbor, New York, during an inspection tour of the fortifications in 1814.
Irving may have patterned the character in Legend after Jesse Mervyn, who taught at a local training house in Kinderhook, further north along the Hudson River, where Irving spent a few months in 1809. The inspiration for the heroine Katrina Van Tassel was based on a real young woman with that name. Washington Irving stayed her
family for a short time, asked permission to use her name, and freely base the character on her. He told her and her family that he loved giving his characters the names of people he met. Ichabod Crane, respectfully dedicated to Washington Irving. William Wilgus (1819-1853), chromolithographer, c. 1856 History was the longest
published as part of the Book of Sketches by Jeffrey Creyon, Ghent. (usually referred to as Sketch Books), which Irving serialized during 1819 and 1820, using the pseudonym Jeffrey Creyon. With Rip Van Winkle, The Legend of the Sleepy Hollow is one of Irving's most anthologized, studied and adapted sketches. Both stories are often
combined into books and other representations, and both are included in reviews of early American literature and romanticism. Irving's depictions of regional culture and its themes of progress compared to tradition, supernatural interference in the ordinariness, and the plight of individual outsiders in a homogeneous community permeate
both stories and helped develop a unique sense of American cultural and existential self in the early 19th century. The adaptation of Will Rogers as Ichabod Crane in The Headless Horseman (1922) The Headless Horseman (1922) is a silent film directed by Edward Venturini starring Will Rogers as Ichabod Crane. It was filmed at a
location in the Hudson River Valley in New York. The Adventures of Ichabod and Mr. Toad (1949), an animated adaptation directed by James Algar, Clyde Geronimi and Jack Kinney, produced by Walt Disney Productions and narrated by Bing Crosby. This version is more light-hearted and family-friendly than Irving's original story and
most other adaptations, while the climax chase is more extended than in the original story. It was re-released individually in 1958 as the Legend of the Sleepy Hollow. Sleepy Hollow (1999), an adaptation of a feature film directed by Tim Burton that takes a lot of freedom with the plot and characters, changing Crane from a local teacher to
a police constable, sent from New York to investigate recent murders, and Rider is used as a weapon against local landowners. Sleepy Hollow High (2000), a live-on horror video filmed in Maryland in which a group of misunderstood high school students are sent to Sleepy Hollow Park Grounds to clean up vandalism and graffiti. Soon they
realize that someone is taking the original legend too far. Smurfs: The Legend of Smurfy Hollow retelling the history of the Smurfs. The television series The Legend of sleepy hollow (1980), a television film directed by Henning Schellerup, filmed in Utah, starring Jeff Goldblum, Meg Foster and Dick Butkus as Brom Bones. Executive
producer Charles Pelle was nominated for an Emmy for his work on the film. Crane is portrayed as a skeptic against ghosts and the supernatural. The Legend of the Sleepy Hollow (1985) - premiere episode of Shelley Duvall's High and Legends of the series, stars Ed Begley Jr. as Ichabod Crane, Beverly D'Angelo as Katrina, Tim
Tomerson as Brom, and Charles Durning as Doffy Van Tassel, who is also the narrator. The Tale of the Midnight Trip, a 1994 episode of Nickelodeon's Are You Afraid of Darkness?, serves as a continuation of the original story. A boy named Ian Matthews moves to Sona Hollow, where he falls in love with a girl named Katie. On
Halloween night, they see the ghost of Ichabod Crane and send him across a bridge that a headless rider can't cross, inadvertently prompting the rider to chase them instead of Crane. In the 1997 Wishbone episode of Halloween Dog: The Legend of creepy collars, Wishbone imagines himself as Ichabod Crane and recreates the story in
his imagination when his owner goes on a Halloween night scavenger hunt with two classmates but is afraid of a headless rider. The Legend of sleepy hollow (1999) is a Canadian-American television film directed by Pierre Ganges starring Brent Carver and Rachel Lefebvre. Night of the Headless Rider (1999), an hour-long computer-
animated TV special using motion capture. The Hollow (2004), an ABC Family television movie starring Kevin Seegers and Kaley Cuoco, focuses on the teenage descendant of Ichabod Crane. The Legend of the Sleepy Halliwell (2004), an episode of the TV show The Enchanted, in which a headless rider kills teachers at the Magic
School, beheading them. Sleepy Hollow (2013), a crime/horror series in which Ichabod Crane is reimagined as an English professor and cloak during the Revolutionary War, who wakes up in the 21st century and meets a decapitated horseman, a felled mercenary whom Crane beheaded 250 years ago. Crane teams up with Abby Mills, a
lieutenant in the Sleepy Hollow Sheriff's Department, and together they try to stop the murderous rider and uncover a conspiracy involving supernatural forces. The show ran for four seasons. Music in Sleepy Hollow (1913), Eastwood Lane piano suite The Free Horseman (2001) by Michael Jeffrey Shapiro, for baritone, errant string bands
and the Undead Ahead 2: Tale of the Midnight Ride (2019), by Motionless in White Sleepy Hollow (2020), a single by hip-hop artist Trippie Redd Theatre Sleepy Hollow (1948), a Broadway musical with music by George Lessner and by Russell Maloney and Miriam Battista. It lasted 12 performances. Sleepy Hollow (2009), a musical with
a book and lyrics by Jim Christian and music by Tom Edward Clark. It premiered on October 30, 2009, at Weber State University in Ogden, Utah, in 2009, and won the American Academy Of America's Kennedy Center Award. The Hollow (2011) is a musical by Matt Conner and Hunter Foster. It premiered at the Signature Theatre
Company in Arlington, Virginia. Sleepy Hollow - Legendary Musical (2017), musical by Michelle Ackerman. Tarrytown (2018) is a musical by Adam Wachter. It The premiere production of the Backyard Renaissance Theatre Company won the 2018 San Diego Theater Critics Circle Craig Noel Award for Best New Musical. The studio
recording cast starring Jeremy Jordan, Krista Rodriguez, and Andy Mientus was released in 2020 to benefit the COVID-19 efforts of the Actors Relief Foundation. Audio This section needs additional quotes to check. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Non-sources of materials can be challenged and
removed. Find sources: Legend of sleepy hollow - news newspaper book scientist JSTOR (May 2020) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Ronald Coleman was the host and narrator for the radio adaptation on NBC's Favorite Story on July 2, 1946 (at the request of Walter Houston as this actor's favorite story). The
adaptation aired on September 19, 1947, on NBC University of the Air: American Novels. Bing Crosby recreated his Disney narration in Walt Disney's Ichabod and The Legend of the Sleepy Hollow for Decca Records (DAU-725) in 1949. Lionel Barrymore narrated and wrote the music for the story on Full Fidelity Lion Records (L70078), a
subsidiary of MGM Records, in 1958. In 1968, Ed Begley told the story in Caedmon Records (TC-1242). Martin Donegan told the story in a 1968 entry for CMS Records (CMS 533). Heard Hatfield told the story in a 1968 entry for Spoken Arts Records (SA 991). Boris Karloff was the narrator of the abbreviated version on the 1977
recording of Mr. Pickwick Records (SPC-5156). In 1988, Glenn Close told a version of the story for Windham Hill Records (WH-0711), later also released on audiotape and CD (WD-0711). Sleepy Hollow (1998) is an abbreviated version of Katrina and Brom's characters, narrated by Vinifred Phillips for the Radio Tales series on National
Public Radio. In 2009, Historic Hudson Valley released an uncircumcised dramatic reading of Jonathan Hook with the musical effects of Matt Noble. In 2005, BBC Radio 7 broadcast a three-part reading of the story told by Martin Jarvis, which has been broadcast several times since then on BBC Radio 4 Extra. Tom Meason, who starred
as Ichabod Crane in Fox Sleepy Hollow, told the story in 2014 for Audible Studios. In 2019, the radio program Adventures in the Odyssey released an adaptation of the chat under the title Iki and Kat, Balti and Bones. Geographical Impact U.S. Postage Mark Legend of Sleepy Hollow, released in October 1974 annually from 1996, until
Halloween, the nonprofit organization Historic Hudson Valley held Legend Weekend, an event at the Philipsburg estate in Sleepy Hollow. In 1997, the village of North Tarrytown, New York (the village was called since the late 19th century), where many of the events of this story took place, officially changed its name to Sleepy Hollow. His
school teams are called Riders. In 2006, a large sculpture depicting an unpre prepared chasing rider The crane was placed along Route 9 in Sleepy Hollow/Tarrytown, New York. Place the names of Mural on a head tower in Sleepy Hollow, Wyoming based on the Legend of the Sleepy Hollow City and village names: Sleepy Hollow,
Illinois, many of the street names reflect symbols from the tale, and the image of the headless rider can be found at many of the city's landmarks and publications. Sleepy Hollow, Marin County, Calif., has Irving Drive, Legend Road, Ichabod Court, Katrina Lane, Van Tassel Court, Baltus Lane, Crane Drive, and Van Winkle Drive. Sleepy
Hollow, Wyoming, has street names such as Pumpkin Court, Powder Street, Ichabod Avenue and Raven Street. It hosts an annual event called Sleepy Hollow Days. Division names: Bethel, Connecticut, Sleepy Hollow Estates, Ichabod Lane, Legend Drive and Katrina Circle. Roanoke, Va., and Longwood, Fla., Sleepy Hollow, street
names such as Ichabod and Rider. Pearland, Texas, Sleepy Hollow, street names such as Washington Irving Drive, Sleepy Hollow Drive, Crane Drive, Tarrytown Lane, and Brom Bones Boulevard. Port Jervis, New York, Sleepy Hollow Road Falls Church, Virginia, Sleepy Hollow Road, Crane Drive, Ichabod Place, and Rider Lane. Sleepy
Hollow Park also has a sleepy Hollow Park and a sleepy hollow bath and a racket park. Mount Lebanon, Pennsylvania, Sleepy Hollow Road Breinigsville, Pennsylvania, Sleepy Hollow Lane Spinnerstown, Pennsylvania, Sleepy Hollow Road Hampden Township, Pennsylvania, Sleepy Hollow, Ichabod Court, Brom Court, and Katrina Court.
Amarillo, Texas, Sleeping Hollow, street names include Sleepy Hollow Boulevard, Tarrytown Ave,Van Tassel St., Irving Ln, White Plains Ave, Legend Ave, etc. Their mascot are riders. State Parks: Sleepy Hollow State Park, Laingsburg, Michigan School: Ichabod Crane School District, Valatie, New York. The school's sports teams are
called Riders, and the silhouette of Ichabod Crane on a horse is often representative of the owners of the field, while the silhouette of the headless rider is representative of the rival. Wings in high school are also named after characters and places such as Katrina Van Tassel and Sleepy Hollow. Ichabod Crane School, Kinderhoek, New
York. Sleepy Hollow Elementary Orinda, California, has Washington Lane, Sleepy Hollow Lane, Tarry Lane, Van Ripper Lane, Van Tassel Lane, Tappan Lane, and Crane Court. Pinson, Alabama Sleepy Hollow Division has a sleepy hollow drive of Walt Disney World's Sleepy Hollow Fast Service restaurant at The Magic Kingdom theme
park. Rest stop: Sleepy Hollow Recreation Area, New South Wales, Australia On the far north coast of NSW, sleepy Hollow is located. There is a stop located on either side of the road so that north and southbound traffic can stop. North stop is located 58 km north of Ballina, and the south stop is located 32 km south of Tweed Tweed Fire
Station 59 in Artondale, Washington, adopted the nickname Sleeping Hollow, as the station is located in a remote, quiet unit in Pierce County. See also the Romance portal Ghost Movies Ghost Stories Sleepy Hollow Cemetery, founded in 1849, located next to the Old Dutch Bury Land. They are separately owned and managed.
References to Burstein, Andrew. Sleepy Hollow Politics. The New York Times. Received on October 27, 2017. Brian Houghton (2012). Famous ghost stories: Legends and Knowledge. Musaus Folktale. Readprint.com. Received 2014-02-18. Ward, Harry M. War of Independence and the Transformation of American Society. ISBN
185728657X. ^ Kruk, Jonathan. Legends and knowledge of Sleepy Hollow and the Hudson Valley. ISBN 1596297980. Mervyn Irving's letter was endorsed by Irving's handwriting, From Jesse Mervyn, original to Ichabod Crane. washington Irving's life and letters. 3. New York: G.P. Putnam and son. 1869. p. 185-186. Andrei Burstein
(2007). The original Knickerbocker: The Life of Washington Irving. New York: Major Books. page 143. ISBN 978-0-465-00853-7. Puertas, Manuel Herrero (2012). Pioneers for the Mind: The embodiment, disability and de-hallucinations of the American Empire. Atlantis. 34.1. Martin, Terence (1953). Rip, Ichabod and the American
imagination. American literature. 31.2. Charles Selier, creator of Grizzly Adams, dies at the age of 67. Different. February 3, 2011. Received on February 2, 2011. Genzlinger, Neil (September 15, 2013). Ichabod has a crane with a spine (but can he use an iPad?). The New York Times. Received on September 18, 2013. Sleeping Hollow
(1948). Broadway database. Sleepy legend Hollow lives in a regional competition. weber.edu December 28, 2009. Received on November 28, 2010. Erika Hansen (October 25, 2009). WSU creates the musical Sleeping Hollow Tale. Deseret News. Received on November 28, 2010. Michael Canin Playwriting Awards for the Festival 2009.
March 10, 2010. Received on November 28, 2010. Kenneth Jones (August 31, 2011). PLAYBILL. COM'S BRIEF ENCOUNTER with Hunter Foster, Librettist Hollow. Poster. Received 2020-07-13. Sleeping Hollow is a legendary musical. www.sleepyhollowmusical.com. received 2020-07-13. Tarrytown. Adam Wachter. Received 2020-07-
13. Jeremy Jordan leads the musical's cast loosely based on Sleepy Hollow story - listen to it now whatsOnStage. www.whatsonstage.com. received 2020-07-13. - digitaldeliftp.com. The final American novels radio magazine. digitaldeliftp.com. received on February 18, 2014. - Gillette News Record (2005-08-28). Gillette residents identify
with their units. Gillette news recording. Gillette, Wyoming. Received 2018-10-29. Further reading by Thomas S. Vermouth (2001). Neighbors of Rip Van Winkle: Transforming Rural Areas in the Hudson River Valley. New York State University Press. ISBN 0-7914-5084-8. External links Wikisource has the original text associated with this
article: The Legend of the Sleepy Hollow of the Commons has media associated with the Legend of Sleepy Hollow. The legend of the sleepy hollow from Harvard Classics (1917), posted on the Internet Bartleby.com. The legend of the sleepy hollow in American literature. The legend of the sleepy valley of the public domain is an
audiobook on The LibriVox Sleepy Hollow, a non-fiction description of the history of the area written by Washington Irving in 1839. Sleepy Hollow Cemetery. Founded in 1849, it adjoins an old Dutch burial site but is separated from it. The adventures of Ichabod and Mr. Toad on IMDb Legend of Sleepy Hollow at IMDb Sleepy Hollow on
IMDb are extracted from
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